
Sonnax Drop-In Zip Valve Repairs
Need or prefer a drop-in repair for common shift problems? 
Sonnax Zip Valve™ products is a new brand covering the 
hundreds of drop-in valves and 
Zip Kits rebuilders have trusted 
for years to overcome chronic 
transmission problems. More than 
350 different products covering 
200-plus transmissions are 
available, identified on the Sonnax 
website by the drop-in “ZIP” logo 
that accompanies each one. 

Sonnax GM 6L80 Heavy Duty 4-5-6 Clutch 
Hub & Intermediate Shaft
An essential HD upgrade for GM 6L80/90 transmissions, Sonnax 
4-5-6 clutch hub and intermediate shaft #104680-36 guarantees 
maximum protection against shaft breakage and clutch failure 
in any vehicle pushing stock components to the limit. The heavy-
duty Sonnax hub/shaft can be used with the dampener. 
■  Rugged, one-piece design 
■  High-strength, 300M steel forging 
■  Doubles oil flow to the clutch pack 
■  Designed for use with OE dampeners 

RAYBESTOS POWERTRAIN 
GPZ FRICTION MATERIAL
GPZ friction clutch plates greatly increase transmission 
performance and durability with state-of-the-art friction material 
tested to exceed OE material by as much as 20% to withstand 
high stress, high temperatures and repeated cycling. GPZ’s 
outstanding performance benefits are perfect for 
heavy-duty vehicles and high-stress driving. GPZ 
performance improves as the power increases.  
Available applications include Chrysler 68RFE, 
Ford 6R80, Ford 10R80, GM 10L80, Mercedes 
722.6, and ZF Chrysler 8HP90. 

Sonnax GM 6L80, 6L90 High Capacity 4-5-6 
Clutch Apply Piston Kit
GM 6L80 and 6L90 transmissions often suffer 
failure of the 4-5-6 clutch assembly. Sonnax 
high capacity 4-5-6 clutch apply piston kit 
#104960-10K eliminates the OE waved plate 
and adds one additional OE thickness friction, 
increasing 4-5-6 clutch capacity by 17% 
resulting in a 4-5-6 clutch pack that can handle 
modified engines with increased power 
output.

Sonnax GM 6T40 & 6T70 Drum Saver Kits
Stop worrying about waved plates in GM Gen. 1 and 2 
6T40/45/50 and 6T70/75 units giving out under warranty when 
you replace every one with a Sonnax drum saver. These simple, 
affordable kits guarantee the best protection against breakage, 
and even help you salvage 
damaged drums.
■  Gen. 1 & 2 6T40/45/50: 

#144555K
■  Gen. 1 & 2 6T70/75: #124555K

Superior Transmission Parts, Inc.  
700-R4/4L60/65/70E Directional Switch 
Valve
Directional Switch Valve/Servo Capsule replacement 
One piece “Drop In & Go” Directional Switch Valve/Servo Capsule 
replacement w (#KO136). Complete and ready to go, delivers 
clean, positive 3rd gear apply and quick 3rd 
gear release. Ends any tie-up, bind or drag 
on 3-4 downshift and 3-2 manual downshift. 
Stock, HD or performance, remove the old 
servo capsule and install the K0136 Directional 
Switch Valve.

WIT TRANSMISSION PARTS
4R70 Thermal Bypass Eliminator
The Ford 4R70 series thermal bypass eliminator (#OC-4R70) 
fits the 4R70W/4R75E/4R75W.  
Available exclusively from WIT, 
this thermal bypass valve allows 
for free cooler flow and helps 
lower the temperature of the 
transmission. 
   Visit www.wittrans.com or call 
800.940.0197 for more information.

Sonnax GM TH350/C Heavy Duty 
Intermediate Overrun Clutch Outer Race
A revolutionary upgrade for GM TH350/C performance vehicles, 
Sonnax heavy duty intermediate overrun clutch outer race 
#35723HD-02 delivers twice the torque capacity of any OE or 
other aftermarket race for unrivaled reliability at any power level.
■   Improved design significantly reduces risk 

of fracture at lube holes and splines
■   Case-hardened steel alloy outperforms 

brittle, hardened aftermarket races
■   Direct replacement race eliminates need 

for expensive sprag conversions

TOP 10 PRODUCT WINNERS

WIT TRANSMISSION PARTS 
Atlantic Torque Converters
Atlantic Torque Converters, powered by WIT, are manufactured 
upholding our standards of 
producing high quality torque 
converters at every step of the 
process. Building Premium Torque 
Converters that exceed OEM 
specifications and customer 
expectations! 
   Visit www.wittrans.com or call 
800.940.0197 for more information.

Sonnax Ford 6R100 & 6R80 Zip Kit 
Tackle the root cause of multiple drivability complaints in Ford 
6R100 and ’15-later 6R80 units with Zip Kit #6R80L-6R100-ZIP. 
This kit features uniquely designed parts that work by sealing 
critical circuit pressure losses in the valve body for renewed shift 
operation.
■  Drop-in Zip Valve parts install quickly and 

easily – no reaming or special tools required
■  Detailed tech booklet includes in-

depth rebuild and inspection tips for 
comprehensive valve body repair

WIT TRANSMISSION PARTS 
WIT Branded Rebuild Kits
WIT has enhanced our industry 
partnerships to bring high 
quality components to the 
transmission industry. Our WIT 
branded rebuild kits include a 
high quality overhaul kit along 
with Raybestos friction and steel 
modules. Visit www.wittrans.com 
or call 800.940.0197 for more 
information.


